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CHAPTER- 5 

Russell on Names and Descriptions 

Secti~)li - I 

Overview 

In his Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, Russeil defined a proper name in 

the following manner, "A name is a simple symbol, directly designating an 

individual, which is its meaning, and having this meaning in its own right 

independently of the meanings of e1ll other words" .1 

Russell's theory of names is divid~d into two, based· on his differentiation 

b~tween two types of proper names - 'logically proper names' and 'ordinary 

proper names'. It is important for us to understand clearly the nature of proper · 

names, as because, not only it plays a major role in grasping fully the meaning 

of Russell's theory of descriptions, but also that several philosopher including 

prominent ones like Plato have piscussed it in their philosophical 

~nvestigations. The question that is puzzling them is: Do proper names like 

· 'New Delhi' or 'Mahatma Gandhi' have sense associated with them similar to 

~::omitlOn nouns, adjectives or defihite descriptions like "the blue book" or" the 

IDClll with the glasses"? 



In the 1ast chapter we discussed how Russell differentiated between names and 

descriptions. In this chapter we will discuss more about proper names and 

descriptions. We will see what exactly Russell meant by 'ordinary proper 

names' and 'logically proper names', parallely discussing Frege's views on the 

topic. We will also take up Russell's solutions to the problems of reference. 

Section- II 

Sense and No-sense Theories of Proper Names 

It is popularly held that proper names do not have sense or meaning; they 

simply stand for or denote certain objects. Views of this sort can be found even 

in Plato's Theaetetus. The view famously held by Mill was that proper names 

have denotation but no connotation. They are non-connotative singular terms. 

Mill gives the example of a "horse" which is a common noun, as having both 

connqtation and denotation. Its meaning comprises those qualities that together 

ma~e up the definition of the word "horse" and it refers to all horses. But a 

proper name like "Queen Elizabeth" only denotes its bearer but does not imply 

any property or attribute possessed by the bearer. Modern philosophers of 

language like Russell and Wittgenstein also conform to this no-sense theory of 

proper names. In Wittgenstein' s Tractatus-Logico-Philosophicus it ~s said that a 

proper name is simply the name of the object for which it stands. 
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:frege argued that proper names must have senses, else identity statements like 

q = b cannot be other than trivially analytic. If proper names are nothing but 

denqtations then these statements are trivial for they only convey that an object 

is idep.tical with itself. If that is not the case then we have to conclude that they 

are qrbitrary in the sense that any name can be assigned to any object. Frege in 

his classic paper 'Ober Sinn und Bedeutung' invoked the notion of sense 

motivated by the idea of the informative· claim involved in the notion of 

identity statements like a = b. He concluded that the identity claim asserts an 

identity of ref~rence, but presents the object in different modes. The suggestion 

, I 

is that informative identity statements rely on a difference in the mode of 

pre~entation of the object, and so new information can be obtained even if the 

two naines 'a' and 'b' stand for or refer to one and the same object. This is what 

stops the identity statement a= b from being trivial or arbitrary. He gave as an 

illustration that one and the same object, planet Venus, can be referred to by 

two different names, viz. 'the morning star' and 'the evening star'. This theory 

that all proper names have sense was a departure from the no-sense theory 

proposed by other philosophers, particularly Mill. The crucial differences 

between these two types of tl1eories may be specified as follows: 

i) The classical theory holds that names do not have any sense but essentially 

have reference; whereas Frege' s theory states that hames must have senses but 

Illa:Y or may not have reference. 
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ii) A-ccording to the Fregean sense theory, names refer only when some object is 

associated with its sense. According to philosophers like Plato and 

Wittgenstein, who support the no-sense theory, proper names are the 

connecting link between words and the world. 

iii) The ~ense theory holds that ordinary proper names are to be classed with 

Uefin.it~ descriptions; both have qescriptive content. Further, a proper name is a 

· shorthand description, whicp we are able to present in plac~ q£ the prop~r name 
I • • ' ' • • ' ' • ' ' 

for rneahlng-equivalence. But the no-sense theory maintains that descriptions 

are not the definitional equivalents of names. 

iv) The no-sense theorists hold that naming is prior to describing; Frege holds 

that ~escribing is prior to naming because a name only describes the object it 

names. 

,Sxpon~nts of both classical no-sense theory and Fregean sense theory put 

forward arg!lme11ts in their favour. The no-sense theory supports the view that 

proper nam~s (ordinary proper names) cannot be said to be equivalent to 

defiil.i.te descriptions because naming is not any kind of describing. And, how to 

proceed about giving a definition of a proper name is also not very dear. If, in 

order to define a proper name we give a complete description of it, then what 

happens is this: that any statement true or false made about that name becomes 

either analytic or self-contradictory. About descriptions we can say that it is 
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'true' or 'false' of its bearer, but this cannot be applied to proper names. The 

proper name of an object is only its name, nothing mote or less. 

Another problem, ~hich the no-sense theory faces, is that, it is unable to explain 

the occurrence of proper names in existential statements. Proper names in an 

existential statement cannot be said to denote, because existential statements 

are not ordinary subject predicate sort of statements. 'Existence' is not a 

predicate, but a second order concept. So, an affirmative existential statement 

cannot refer to an object and state that it exists. The problem then is that, proper 

names occurring 1n existential statements (if they cannot refer) must be ~aving 

some sort of descriptive content, which means that they have sense associated 

with them, thus turning the theory towards Frege's sense theory. 

I 

Yet another problem the classical theorists have to face is, if a proper name only 

denotes, what is the proof of the existence of its denotation? If we go along with 

Wittgenstein to accept his theory that the meaning of a proper name is literally 

its denotation, then it seems we have also to accept that the existence of these 

denoted object is necessary. For, there may be changes in the world in the way 

of destruction of some objects, but still, words and their meanings are not 

i 

· perishable. So, it seems imperative to accept the fact that the existence of the 

objeds nar:ned by proper names is necessary. "As :Plato remarked, we cannot 

say of an element that it exists or does not exist". (Theaetetus, 201 D- 202 A)2 
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In her An Introduction to Wittgenstein's Tractatus, G. E. Anscombe proposes a 

solution of this problem through a linguistic route. Wittgenstein himself has 

tried a metaphysical method to get out of this problem of the existence of the 

referent. In the Tractatus, Wittgenstein comments, II objects form the s-q.bstance 

of the world" (2.021), which means that the existence of a substance is over and 

~bove assertion or deniaJ. Anscombe holds that there is a difference petween 

ordmary proper names and genuine proper names. Names, which have 

denotations, can only be called genuine proper names. So, in this manner we 

can go about the problem and say that whether an expression is a proper name 

or not depends on the fact that its referent exists or has existed or will exist. 

This does not compel us to agree to any class of objects, which necessarily exist, 

but on the other hand leads us into accepting as proper name only those objects 

whose denotations have existence. 

[nfluepced by Wittgenstein' s view and following it, Russell declared that what 

' ' 
are known as proper names in corrpnon language, ordinary proper names 

cahiibt be called genuine proper names because whether or not their bearers 

exist is a contingent fact and also does not follow from the status of the 

expression in language. In opposition to Frege he claimed that ordinary proper 

pames are not genuine subjects. But should this conclusion not be undesirable 

for no-sense theorists who try to accept the common sense view that there is no 

sense attached to ordinary proper names? 
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. Russell's ded~ratiori. however leads them to accept that ordinary proper names 

nevet gain the status of genuine or logical proper names. They have to accept 

t~e intoleraple conclus~on that ordinary proper names are in fact disguised 

4esctiptions. 

Tt10ugh Anscombe' s method is an attempt to avoid this implausible solution, 

there have been objections raised against it also. Anscombe' s view, in short is 

that, the essential condition for a proper name to have a bearer. The first 

objection against. this is that, an expression, which is a part of a particular 

syntax, gets excluded due to the contingent fact of denotation. Secondly, there 

qre spme ri.ames like "Cerberus" or "Zeus" which are obviously proper names, 

do riot count as logically proper names because their bearer do not exist. The 

last objection is that Anscombe' s view is an arbitrary view which is forced upon 

qs because originally it was intended as an explanation of Wittgenstein' s 

theory, but Wittgenstein himself later gave up his former view of proper names 

and put forth the theory that meaning and denotation of names should not be 

confused. He gives the following example to make his point: "When Mr. N. N. 

dies one says thai: the bearer of the name dies, not that meaJ.l.ing dies." 

I ' 

(flp.lpsophical Investigations, Para. 4:0) 

TP.tis, we see that the classical no-sense theory, which at first seemed to be 

agre-eable to our conup.on s~nse cannot explain the occurrence of proper names 
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irt i4entity or existential statements. Neither can it satisfactorily explain the 

t1ature of existence of referents of proper names. Frege' s sense theory, though it 

leads to the uncomfortable consequence of accepting ordinary proper names as 

truncated definite descriptions, can however account for the puzzles over 

identity and existential statements and therefore is more acceptable to us. 

Sec~~QP -Ill 

Frege and Russell on Proper Names and Existence 

We will now compare and contrast Russell's and Frege's views on the relation 

betWeen proper names and definite descriptions. Russell thought that both the 

propositions 'a exists' and 'a does not ·exist' are meaningless where 'a' is a 

proper name. This conclusion was implied by his theory of naming which 

suggests that the meaning of a proper name is its denotation. Thus, if 'a does 

not extst' is trpe, then the sentence is meaningless because it contains a 

tneahirigless subj~ct term. In this way Russell reached a paradoxical conclusion 

that this type of assertion can only be true if it is meaningless. 

Actually, it is fallacious to call a sentence meaningless because it contains a 

ineaningless term. Moreover, it is absurd to assume a term to be meaningless 

because it does not have a denotation. In Russell's reasoning, existentials like 

(::Jx) (x = a) and ~(3x) (x = a) are also not shown to be meaningless. In Principia 
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Matlzematica's own language, all negative existentials of this kind are false for 

they do not contq.in non-denoting (vacuous) proper names. Therefore Russell's 

argument to establish that 'a does not exist' is meaningless, if true, is not 

teriqple. But this does not nullify Russell's theory of naming. The question 

reril.clins however, that, are there arty logically proper names in ordinary 

lq.nguage? Russell's theory is that, all ordinary proper names, if analysed 

correctly are found to be disguised definite descriptions and therefore are not 

logically proper names though they may appear to be so. 

In saying of 'Romulus' that if it were really a name the question 
of existence "could not arise", Russell clearly intended the impli
cation that since "j:he question of existence" can arise, 'Romulus' 
is not really (logically) a name. But of course, 'Romulus' is a para
digm case of a name from the point of view of its surface grammar.3 

~tts~¢11 held th~t names are "disguised" or "truncated" descriptions. ·For 

Russell' a does not exist' is either false or meaningless if 'a' is a logically proper 

name. So, according to him true singular negative existentials are possible. 

Again; to take the example, 'God does not exist'; if this is a disguised 

description, we must first determine the description, as a replacement of which, 

the name is being used. 

Tnopgh Fr~ge never said anything explicit about negative existentials involving 

proper names; we can build up his opinion from a careful understanding of his 
I . 

other theories. In short, the fundamentals of Frege' s theory were as follows : 
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i) A complex expression, if one of its constituent narries does not have a 

denotation, also does not have a referent. 

ii) Denotations of complex expressions are their truth-values. 

:frege cites the following example in order to make himself clear : 

The sentence 'Odysseus was set ashore at Ithaca while sound 
asleep' obviously has sense. But since it is doubtful whether tJi.e 
name 'Odysseus',occtirring therein, has reference, it is also doubt
ful whether the whole sentence has one.4 

It seems that th~se principles impiy that all declarative sentences having non-

dehotthg expr~ssiorts, as constituei1ts S1J.ch as 'Pegasus does not exist' are truth-

v~lJ.leless. l3ut this point cannot be raised against Frege because Frege also puts 

forwarg the theory of customary sense and customary referent. We had 

discussed this issue in Chapter- 3 itself and so will spare the details. To put in 

briefly, following this theory, it can be said that names in oblique contexts have 

as their referents what is actually sense in ordinary context. Sentences like 

'Pegasus does not exist' are therefore not non-denoting. They have denotation 

in oblique context. 

As opposed to Russell, names are not short forms of description for Frege. 

"though according t6 Frege names sometimes denote their customary sense (as 

in the case of negative existentials) and also that some definite descriptions and 

proper names have the same sense, it would be a mistake to assume that Frege 
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heiq that sense of every proper name is the same as some definite qescriptions . 

. frege only i1olcJ.s the sense theory without accepting the description. theory. 

Philosophers iike Kripke however hold that sense theory implies the 

~~scription th¢ory. More about l(I·ipke's theory will be discussed in the 

concluding chapter. 

There are also some points of agreement between Frege and Russell. Both of 

them hold that the logical behaviour of proper name is identical to that of 

definite descriptions. Frege coined a special term to represent both proper 

names and definite descriptions- eigennarmne. But there is a difference in their 

approach. Accordirtg to Frege~ all singular terms, definite descriptions classed 

by Frege with proper names, have both sense and reference, whereas Russell 

says that th~te may be vacuous descriptions, though he does not make room for 

erripty nqriles. So, there is ho requirement for Frege to distinguish between 

ordinary proper names (which may not have denotation) and logically proper 

11ames (which always have denotation). As because Frege holds that all 

descriptions have denotation, they become· free to be substituted for proper 

pames and there remains no room for scope ambiguities in extensional contexts. 

01.1 the otHer haricl, as ~ecause, Russell allows vacuous descriptions, they cannot 

. I 

be freely substii1Ited for proper names and this induces ambiguities of scope for 

qescriptioris ~n the Principia. Russell, therefore, has to distinguish between 
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logici:lHY proper na,mes from ordinctry proper names, which behave in the same 

w~y tiS descriptions. We mvst keep in mind these points of difference in Frege 

a11d Rttssell' s views while we refer to their common theory that ordinary proper 

names are similar to descriptions and they do have meaning. We could say that 

Frege's view, namely, that defiriite d~scriptions classecl with proper names have 

both sense and reference, is the same as Mill's view of singular connotative 

terms, if we could sttaightway identify sense and. reference with connotation 

al1q 4enotatioh. J3ut this we carii1ot. We are not Sl!re whether the mode of 

presentation of the object is a property or set of properties of the object. For, we 

know that Ftege explicitly identifies a property with a concept, and a concept 

t)~longs to the realm of reference. A concept is, for Frege, the reference of a 

preqicate. But the denotation of a predicate, for Mill, is any object of which it is 

true. However, these differences are not, right now, extremely important for 

our purpose. Let us now move to the theory of descriptions itself. 

:\ . 

Sed!oii -IV 

The Theory of Descriptions 

I . . 

The rnost detailed discussion by Russell on the topic of 'Descriptions' is found 

in ppe of his lectures titled "Descriptions and Incomplete Symbols", which, 
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together with his other lectures came to be grouped under "The Philosophy of 

l~ogkai Atorn.isn1.". lh this essqy, Russell makes it clear froin the very beginning 

· whai pe wahts to discuss. fie wa11teci to speak on the subject of descriptions, 

'+ncomplete symbols' and the existence of described individuals: 

I am going to deal to day with an existence which is asserted 
to be singular, such as 'The man with the iron mask existed' or 
some phrase of that sort, where you have some object described by 
the phrase 'The so-and-so' in the singular, and I want to discuss 
the analysis of propositions in which phrases of that kind occur.5 

Now, what does Russell mean by 'incomplete symbols'? Though it is npt very 

clear from his writing, for Russell, an I incomplete symbol' is an expression, 

yV)lich I does not have any meaning in isolation'. Examples of this are the 

conneci:iv~s of the propositional calc~his. They have no meaning on their own, 

t}iotj~h they 1COhtribu.te to the meaning' of the sentences in which they occur. 

The$e symbols are given contextJ.Ial definition. Russell says that definite 

qe~cdptions qre incomplete symbols as opposed to proper names, which are 

ii.ot "This i~ the principie of the theory of denoting I wish to advocate: that 

denoqng phrases never have any meaning in themselves, but that every 

proposition in whose verbal expression they occur has a meaning" .6 

Russell later distinguished what appeared for the first time as "denoting 

~ht~ses" ih his 1dh benotipg', 1905, as "indefinite descriptions" and "definite 

c1esprippons'r. According to Russell there were indefinite or I ambiguous' 
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descriptions of the form I a so-and-sd. Examples of this type of descriptions that 

gusse1l cites are, a man, a dog, a pig, Cabinet Minister, etc. But Russell was not 

rnucp concerned with this type of descriptions. He only mentions and briefly 

dis~::-qsses them. The otli.er kind of descriptions, which he called definite 

descriptions were of prime interest to him. This type of descriptions are of the 

fonn I the so-and -so'. Russell cites the following expressions as examples of 

definite descriptions: 

The man wi l:h the iron mask I . , 

the number of inhabitants of London 
the sum of 43 and 34. 

To quote Russell, 1/There a±e two sorts of descriptions, what one may call 

'arhbigt..io-qs desc:ripHons', wl1ei1 we speak of 1 a so-and-so', and what one may 

cq.1i 1 definite desci"iplions/ when we speak of I the so-and-so' (in the singular)."7 

He also adds, 11 (It is not I).ecessary for a description that it should describe an 

individuai: it may describe a predicate or a relatioi). or anything else.)"s 

We notice that the problem of reference is mainly concerned with the singular 

terms, and hot so much with the general terms. General terms, as opposed to 

singular terms apply to more than one object of a class in the same sense. For 

exarriple, /dog' or /man' PLCI.Y denote any dog or any man. These terms do not 

pose any diffkiilty for philosophers dealing with the problem of reference for 

their scope is not restricte~. Singular terms, on the other hand, are supposed to 
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denote patticular individual things, which means that they are restricted in 

scope and thus they generate probiems of reference. Singular terms are of a few 

kinds which include proper names like, "Indira Gandhi", "New Delhi", "3.15 

pm" etc; definite descriptions like "the Cat is on the mqt'', "the king of Bhutan" 

etc; singular personal prmiouns ~ike "me", "he" etc. and demonstrative 

j:~roribuilS like "this", "that" and such others. 

Russ13il' s theory of descriptions was proposed in order to solve the ·same 

confusions that troubled Frege, but with a different approach. The root of the 

i'eferential puzzles lies within the theory of meaning underlying it. The 

referential theory of meaning which is very much plausible on the common 

sense level is this: We are able to understand meanings of words because, 

linguistic expressions 'stand for things' or, in other words, what they mea,n is 

what they staqd for. Though a very appealing view, the referential theory, 

when closely examined runs into serious errors. Even then, the general idea is 

rhat, though the referential theory does not hold good for all words, it is at least 

qppl~caple to s~ngular terms, for si11gular terms purport to designate individual 

opjects. Against this view Bertrand Russell argued forcefully saying that it is 

not acceptable at least for definite descriptions and also raised objection against 

this theory's being true of other singular terms such as proper names. He came 

to the conclusion that sentences containing def~hite descriptions are actually 

abridged form of three generalisations. 
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R-qsseU differentiated between "definite· descriptions" an~ /I proper names" 

tespe¢tively as expressions, which have no meaning in themselves and 

expressions, which have meaning on their own r~ght. Russell thinks that this 

. (~jstiiidioh is iinportcmt because confusion between these two leads to certain 

paradoxes. There is no problem when I say, /I Socrates was the teacher of Plato". 

Here ~ am assetHt1g SOPle facts about the persons, Socrates and Plato. However 

we pfteh come across propositions of the sort, 'I exist' or 'God exists' or 'Homer 

existe~', and problems arise in dealing with them. According to Russell 

tvhe:qever one says 'Romulus existed', most of us· assume that Romulus did not 

exist. l3ut if he did not exist then statements made about him would not be 

sighifi¢ant. If Romulus himself was actually present in the statements made 

a p01H h.iin that he existed or that he did not exist, then the statement would be 

: . I 

· insignificant jlnless he existed. Russell says that it is a mistake to assume that 

Rorntilu~ WCJS a coru;titi.Ient bf the proposition 'Rom-qlus did not exist'. In fact he 

qoes :hot enter into the proposition. 

Whei1 we tty to make out th~ meaning of a proposition, we generally try to put 

toget~et all information that we have gathered about if. We thus transform the 

i.nfonnation into a sort of propositional function like 'x has such and such 

properties'. If x did not exist then for this propositional function there will 

remain no value of x to make it hue. There is another type of non-existence, 
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which we will meiition here. Let us consider the proposition in which a definite 

desct'ipHon occurs. We cal!Ilot speak of "the inhabitant of London". In this case 

Hie 4escribed subject cal!Ilot be ~aid to exist because inhabiting London is a 

description, which applies to more than one person. There cannot be any 

unique lndividtuil referred to here, as there are so many inhabitants of London. 

So, Rorntilus is i).ot actq.ally a name, but is a truncated description since it 

· introduces a propositional fl!p.ction. 'Romulus' is oh.l.y shorthand for the person 
; . ~ 

I i ; ,, A ' ' • J I 

who did si~ch-qn<J,-silch 1:1Ungs, e.g:, killed Remus, founded Rome, etc. It is not a 

i1aiii.e ~ecause for a i1arile, the question of existence does not arise, or a name 

rnusl nq.rn.e sorrtethi.ng. So, Romulus is an abridged description. There cannot be 

any narne fot ~ non-existent person. To think of it as a name is a logical mistake. 

Arid if it is a description then any proposition about Romulus is actually a 

propositional fill)ction such as, 'x was called "Romulus". So, what happens 

when We say 'Rbmtiltis did not exist?' The answer is, this propositional 

function is not tr4e for ort~ value of x. 

)Jesc:HptiQns, we l1ave come to know, ate of two kinds- definite and indefinite. 

H is inipott@t to note here that whether a description is definite or not, 

depeqds upon ~ts form, not qn whether there is a definite individual or not. To 

take the exa:rpph~s we have mentioned earlier, 'The inhabitant of London' is not 
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an indefinite description because no definite individual is being referred to; in 

fact it is a definite description because of the form, 'the so-and-so'. 

Russell has written a lot on definite descriptions and it has been as~n.~rried that 

the meaning of the phrase 'definite description' is clear to us. In fact RUssell has 

. written very little as to what a definite description is. "Be says th~t 1t is an 

expression of the form 'the so-and-so'; tha;t it ~s an expression. of the form 

(7x)(Qx), and he says that this last is to be read 'the umq1.1e X that has the 

property Q.' "9 

Now, what do we mean when we say that a phrase is of the forrn 'the tm-and

so'? In answer it can be said that the form of a phrase is a matter of grammar. 

Peter Frederick Strawson, while talking about this form, says, " ... plu·ases 

beginning with the definite article followed by a noun, qualified or ungtialified 

in the singula:r."10 What Strawson means is that Russell's thepry of ctesctiptions 

is concerned with expressions of the form 'the so-and-so'. 

It can however be pointed out that there are mqpy phrases which fulfil 

Stmwson' s definition (i.e., they begin with the definite article and are followed 

by a singular noun which is 'qualified or unqualified'), yet are not definite 

descriptions. Let us take for example the following propositions. 

(a) 'The table is the most important article of furniture in a dining ropm.' 
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(b) 'The book is on the table.' 

·In the first case, the phrase 'th~ tq.ble' is not being tis~q to reJ£ir to some 

particular table. Hence, it is not a definite description. In the setortd proposition 

the phfase 'the table' does refer to some particular table in a particular context. 

If we grant that the phrase 'the table' in the second case is a definite description, 

then a problem arises. We then have to go against Russell's view that a phrase 

is a descriptive phrase in virtue of its grammatical form, because in both the 

cases mentioned above the phrase 'the table' has the same grammatical form. 

According to Leonard Linsky, the form that Russell speaks qf should b~ 

understood as the logical form and hot the grammatical forq1. Let us consider 

the proposition: "Tize Vicar of Wakefield is bel].ind the desk."11 If the wor4s, "The 

Vi~ar of Wakefield" is used to refer to the novel then they are used as a name, 

not description. But, if the words are being used to refer to the Vicar himself 

then they are a description, not name. But this distinction cannot be based on 

grammatical form for only a phrase is involved. We also know that any case of 

reference to a unique object is not a case of definite description, for example, 

proper names are not definite descriptions. 

So, it becomes clear that whether a phrase is a definite d~sdjptiof!. or not 

depends on how that proposition is being analysed. If it is correctly analysed 

then the true character of it can be understood. For example in the pro}Josition 
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"The Eternal City welcomed the new Pope" ,12 the phrase 'The Eterilal City' is 

not a definit~ description for it cannot be analysed into - that there exists one, 

and only one, city which is eternal. It can be concluded then that Russell's 

I ' 

analysis of definite descriptions is a correct ohe and philosophers like Sq:q.wson 

who say otherwise are mistaken. 

I 

Let us now proceed with Russell's theory of definite descriptions by going more 

deeply into it. According to Russell definite descriptions have meaning that are 

over and above their referents. In this theory 'the' has been contextually 

defined, that is, he does not define 'the' explicitly; on the other hand he 

paraphrases sentences containing 'the' In a way that brings out the defiilition of 

'the' indirectly and reveals the logical form of sentences. The mq.in protJlem is 

therefore to grasp the mea,ning of 'the'. Let us tp.ke for example ~ seri.tence of the 

form: 

"The F is G" 

Example 1 : 'The author of l(Vaverley was Scotch'. 

This seems to be a simple subject-predicate sentence, which refers to Sir Walter 

Scott and predicating something (Scottishness) of him. But in reality things are 

not so simple. The singular term "the author of Waverley" contains the 

problematic word 'the' and the meaJling of this expression is vej:y irrtp~rt:ant fot 

us in order to recognise the expression's denotation. The denotcHiqp of the 
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expression 'the author of Waverley' is some ohe who did write vVaverley. 

According to Russell, 'the' is an abbreviation of a complex construction that 

~ncludes quantifiers. Quantifiers are words that qualify general terms ("all 

lawyers" "some flowers", "no tables", "six players", etc.). Russell opines that 

sentence (1) above is actually an abridged version of a conjunction of three 

quantified general statements, none of which makes reference to Scott in 

particular : 

(a) At least one person autltored Waverley and 
(b) at most one person authored Waverley and 
(c) whoever authored Waverley w~s Scotch. 

Each of these abovesentep_ces is a part of (1) and is a :necessary truth. In other 

words, what the above sentences predict are these - (i) If the author of vVrmerley 

was Scotch, then there was such q.n author; (ii) if there were more than one 

author, the definite article 'the' wouldn't have been there, and if somebody did 

the authorizing of Waverley, he was Scotch. Propositions (a) - (c) taken together 

are the sufficient condition for the truth of (1). So we see that these sentences 

provide individually necessary and jointly sufficient condition for the h·uth of 

(1). In this way Russell makes a strong ground for his argument that: clescriptive 

phrases are in fact ~bbreviatecl form of three quantified general statements. 
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To symbolise Russell's argument: 

(a) (3x) Wx 
(b) (x) (Wx ~ (y) (Wy ~ y = x)) 
(c) (x) (Wx ~ Sx) 

Where "W" represents," ... authored Waverley" and "S" represents, " ... was 

Scotch". Propositions (a)- (c) when conjoined result in: 

(d) (3 x) ( Wx & ((y) (Wy ~ y = x) & Sx)) 

So, we can say that the above logical notation is the correct expression of the 

logical form of the sentence, "The author of WaverlerJ was Scotch". Russell made 

it clear that two sentences having the same grammatical form may qlffer in 

Ipgical form. Let us understand this with the help of an illusttation .. 

(i) "I saw nobody': 

(ii) "I saw Martha". 

Both the sentences appear to have the same form - subject + transitive verb + 

object. But in actuality they differ in logical properties. When one says "I saw 

Martha" one means that one has seen someone, while the statement "I saw 

nobody" implies just the opposite. Sentence (i) is equivalent ~!1 meaning to "It is 
' 

not the case that I ~aw anyone" or to "There is no one I saw." The facti~r, that 

introduces the difference between the two sentences, is that, Cl.Ctually "nobody", 

is not a singular term~ it is a quantifier. Symbolising (i) we get, 
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~ (3 x) Aix or (x) "' Aix 

.Where "A" represents the verb ' ... saw' and 'i' represents 'I'. The logical 

properties are explained by the irtferertce rules governing the notation. 

Russell therefore concluded that the apparent singular term of the set1t:f2'nce (1) 

above is not a singular term at all, but an abbreviation of a set of general 

qu!lntificational sentence as has bf2'erj. showed in (a)- (c), The C1PPC1fl2'ht singular 

term vanishes on correct analysis. According to Russell the puzzles of :reference 

arise because we do not realise this difference and tqk.e some expressions as 

singular term, which they in fact are not. In the next section we will see how. 

Section- V 

Russell's solutions to puzzles of ref!2rence 

Let us now take the puzzles one by one and apply Russel1's soh.ii:ioh to ea,ch. In 

a recent publication William G. Lycap13 has very p.icely ana1yseci thes~ ppzzles. 

He has presented four puzzles of reference with the he~p of illustrationsr which 

we will follow. The first two of the~e puzzles are related anq were previously 

r¢ferred to jointiy as the Problem of Negative Existentials. 
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Sub-se~tion - (i) 

Problem of Appq.rent Reference to Non-existents 

Let 4s take an exani.ple : 

Ex4I11ple 2 : The present King of Frartte is bald. 

It st:w~11s that (2) is a normal meani11gful subject predicate form of sentence. 

However, a meaf1.ingful sentence of the subject predicate form is meaningful 

oply if its subject term denotes so~ething and some property is ascribed to it. 

But in (2) the subject term does not denote anything existent. Therefore, either 

(2) is not meariingful at all or that its subject term denotes some non-existent 

thing. But the problem is that there is no such thing as a no11-existent thing. 

Now, let us apply Russell's method to (2) whi~h becomes, 

At least one person is presently King of France, and at most one person is 

presently Kii).g of france and whoever is present King France is bald. 

It is clear that (2) is false on Russellean analysis because the first of the three 

conjt.mcts me11tioned above is false as there is no monarchy in France at present. 

Earlier we saw that a meaningful subject predicate form of sentence is 

meaningful only in virtue of referring fo something and ascribing some 

property to it, or we have to deny that 'there is no such thing as a "non 

existent" thip_g'. At the ptne when :rp.onarchy was present in France it seemed 
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obvious that (2) is a meaningful subject predicate form of sentence. ~ut now, 

Russell rejects. (2) as a subject-predicate form of sentence b~cause "the present 

King of.France" is not really a singular terrq.. (2) is expressed intp & s~t of three 

general terms none of which mentions anyone as the allege(] King. Or, it can 

also be said that (2) ts a subject pred~cate sentence anq it is not the case tl1at a 

:meaningful sentence is meaningful only in virtue of its denoting something 

b~cause the denotation is in reality an abbreviation of three purely general 

statements. 

Sub-section - (ii) -

Problem of Negative Existe:ntials 

This puzzle is actually an exte11-ded case of the one deq.lt with above. Let us 

con~ider the following : 

Example 3 : The present King of France does not exist. 

It seems that (3) is a true sentence about the present King of France. But if it is 

so then the sentence cannot be about the present King of France for there is no 

monarchy in France at present. Agaiq, if (3) is about the presept King of France, 

then it has to be false for then, the King must exist. We have clisct~ss~d earlier 

how Frege and Meiliong tried to solve these two problems. Meinong had 
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appt·dttched th¢ problew with the help of So-sein (i.e., so being of objects) and 

Prege haci tried. his sense theory to solve the problems. Both the solutions have 

been rejected by Russell. Now, we will follow Russell's solution. 

There are two ways of paraphrasing (3) in Russellean analysis. After the first 

paraphrasing (3) appears to be very peculiar. When we assume "exist" to be an 

ordinary predicate like "is bald" or "was Scotch" and apply "not" to modify 

that predicate, (3) becomes: 

i. At l¢ast one pers,on is presently King qf France. 

ii. At rnost one person is presently King of France. 

iii. Whoever is presently :King of France qoes not exist. 

Here, the first conjunct asserts the existence of the present King of France and 

the last one rejects his existence. The second parc\.phrasing of (3) makes it mote 

sensible for us. Russell says that in actuality, "not" applies rtot only to the verb 

"exist" but to the whole sentence which is as follows: 

Not: (The present king of Frq.nce exists) 

Or, It is false th&t the present Kiiig of France exists 

And applying Russell's analysis to it, we get: 
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Not: (At least one person is presently King of France 

;~nd at most one person is presently King of France 

and whoever is presently King of France exists.) 

Symbolically, 

~ (3 x) (Kx & ((y) (Ky 7 y = x) & Ex)); where "E" symbolises "exists" ~nd "K" 

is the "King of France". 

The second paraphrasing js intuitively equivalent to "No one is uniquely King 

of France" or "No one uniquely kings France". In this analysis non-existence is 

never assprted of any individual, so the problem of negative existentials 

disappears. 

The preferred version of (3) is the second one where description occurs in a 

"secondary" position which means that all the other quantifiers used in it like 

"at least", "at 1nost" and "whoever" are gov\Oltrted by "not". In the first 

paraphrasing, description has a :ptimary position, that is, it is placed in logical 

ordei· with "not" inside and governed by it. This type of distinction is a scope 

distinction. Oi·, to express in a mote contemporary language, in a secondary 

reading quantifiers have a "narrow" scope, falling inside "not" and in a 

prirriaty readillg quantifiers are outside the scope of "not". 
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Sub-Section- (iii) 

· Puzzle of Identity 

Consider an identity statement: 

Ex~mple 4: Elizabeth Windsor= the present Queen of England. 

Both the singular terms here refer to the same person. So, the question that 

arises is : that, Is not the statement trivial, for it asserts nothing more than the 

fact that a person is identical with himself? Yet (4) seems informative, for 

someone might learn something 11ew about either Windsor or about who rules 

England. Again, (4) is not a tautology, it asserts a contingent fact which could 

have been otherwise. So, we have to accept that one of the singular terms in (4) 

must have some kihei of meaning other than its denotation. 

Frege said, it was 'sense' of the singular terms over and above their denotation, 

which made the two terms different from each other. That is how identity 

statements are informative; but it is not clear from Frege' s analysis how they are 

contingent. 

Let us now apply Russellean analysis to (4). The definite description is "the 

present Queen of England", so we will analyse only that phrase. 
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At least one person is presently Queen of England and, 

At most one person is presently Queen of England and, 

Whoever is pre~ently Queen of England is one and the same as Elizabeth 

Windsor. 

In Logical notation: 

(:3 x) (Qx & ((y)(Qy -7 y = x) & x =e)) 

It: becomes cleat now that (4) is non-trivial for we are learning something about 

bot~ plizabeth and present Queen of England. There cannot be any question 

about: the contingency of the statement because someone else might have been 

the Queen or there might not have been any Queen at all. Russell's theory then 

correctly explains the contingency of identity statements though Russell calls 

this kind of identity statements superficial. According to him it is a predicate, 

which attributes a complex relational property to Elizabeth. 

Sub-section- (iv) 

. Puzzle of Substit:uitivity 

The fourth puzzle is concerned with the problem of Substituitivity. We often 

assume that two singular terms, which have the same denotation, are 

semantically equivalent; i.e., we can substitute one for the other without 
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changing the truth-value of the sentence containing them. But this is not always 

the case. Take for exClffi_ple; a true sentence, 

· Example 5 : Ail:>ert believes that the author of Being and Nothingness is a 

profound thinker. 

Now, fmppose Albert is not aware of the fact that the same author also writes 

pornography. But the author of Being and Nothingness cannot be replaced. by the 

author of the Sizzling Veterinarians though they denote the same person, 

because that changes the truth- value of the sentence. Surely, Albert does not 

believe the author of pornography to be a profound thinker. According toW. 

V.O. Quine, the description in this sentence is referentially opaque h:ought in 

by th~ phrase "belteves that". 

While applying Russellean analys~s to it, this sentence may also be paraphrased 

in two ways as We have done in the case of (3). But we will stick to the 

secondary occurrence or narrow scope which is much more preferable than the 

primary occurrence for the reasons shown in case of the second puzzle : 

Albert believes that : (At least one person authored Being and Nothingness, find 

at most one person authored Beirzg and Nothingness, and whoever authored 

Being and Nothingrzess is a profound thinker.) 
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If we substitute "the author of Sizzling Veterinarians" for "the author of Being 

and Nothirtgness we get: 

Albert believes that: At least one person authored Sizzling Veterinarians, and at 

most one person authored Sizzling Veterinarians, and whoever authored Sizzling 

Veterinarians is a profound thinker. 

Now, it becomes clear why bne cannot be substituted for the other because the 

second analysis ~sa completely different belief of Albert from the first one and 

mciy be fake while the first one is true. Logically, however we have not 

substlh.Itecl anything because on q.nalysis the singular terms have disappeared. 

We know that there was a fifth puzzle as well called the problem of Excluded 

Middle. Here the problem is that according to the law of excluded middle either 

a sentence or its negation must be true. Yet both the following sentences, 

Russell says, are not true : 

Example 6 : The present King of France is bald. 
I ' 

6 : The present King of France is not bald. 

Since there is :hb iCing, he is neitp.er bald nor not bald. Russell also added that 

sittce it seeins that the King is neither bald nor not bald, philosophers following 

Hegel and his method of synthesis may want a way out by saying that probably 

the King wears a wig. Russell however meant to solve this puzzle in the same 
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way he solved tpe others. As Russell's method is clear from the solution of the 

foregoing puzz~es, I will not re:p~at it here. Hopefully it is clear qow, how 

RU&fl~H elirrtincj.t~s the descriptive phrases to solve the puzzles. 

Sub-section- (vi) 

Rus~ell' s Solution: A few Observations 

Russell's theory is designed essentially to find a way out of the puzzles created 

by sentences containing definite descriptions. This theory caij be applied to two 

kinds of statements. the statements of the form "the so-and-so exists" ate of the 

first type. These are anaiysed as the assertion of the conjunction of two 

propositions : 

"At least one thing has the property so-and-so" and "At most one thing has the 

property so-and-so". Or, in other words, "Exactly one thing has the property 

so-and-so". For example, "The present King of France exists" turns out to be 

"exactly one thing is a King of Frahce". 

The second type of statements from Which definite descriptions must be 

elirrtinated are of the form "The so-and-so is s4ch-and-such". This is analysed, 

as we have seed, as the conjunction of three general propositions. For example, 
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"The author of Waverley was a poet" is expressed as: "Someone wrote 

Waverley"; "Only one man wrote Waverley"; "Whoever wrote Waverley was a 

poet". Or, it can be said that "one and only one person wrote Waverley and he 

was a poet." The "the author of Waverley" disappears in the second statement. It 

follows from this analysis that every statement of the form "The so-and-so is 

such-and-such" is false when the so-ahd-so does not exist. This view was later 

criticized by Strawson, which will be our topic of discussion ih the next chapter. 

The underlying assumption of the theory of descriptions is that all reference is 

sipgular. It has been argued that not only is non-singular reference possible but 

there are various forms of it. It has been, held that: 

Russell's mistake lay in the supposition that there is no 
fference between having a descriptive content and di
having a descriptive function. Russell jumped to the con
clusion that it could not have a referring function, that it 
can never be used for the purpose of referring .... but 
there is no such obvious opposition between having a 
descriptive content and having a referring function.14 

Now, if we come to accept that all reference is not singular, the viability of the 

theoty of descriptions to provide solution to different puzzles of reference may 

be Beriously doubted. 

. ... 
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